FRIGOSYSTEM has designed a system for cooling the process water required for plastic processing
machines with substantial reduction in the use of energy, the cost of which is variable and subject to
continuous rise. The problems in water treatment and make up water as well as those concerned
with limiting formation of scales and oxides or corrosion in the equipment have led to the adoption of
the closed circuit solution. The water coolers consists of a refrigerator unit comprising a
compressor, condenser and evaporator. The heat absorbed by the refrigerant fluid passing from the
liquid to the gaseous phase, takes place in the evaporator at the heat possessed by the process
water. The machines are also provided with fans for cooling the condenser to which the refrigerant
fluid yields heat after compression when passing from the gaseous to the liquid phase.
In conventional system, the compressor is permanently operating and mechanical power is
thereforrneeded to achieve water cooling.
Whit a view to energy saving, FRIGOSYSTEM has installed a heat exchanger in the refrigerator units,
through which the process water can be coolerd by using the atmospheric air. The latter, forced by
condrnser fans, impinges on this supplementary radiator. Hence under favourable atmospheric
conditions, the free cooling system allow the compressors to be stopped in the cooling circuit, with
substantial energy saving. Such savings (according to FRIGOSYSTEM is assessments and on the
basis of results obtained with a pilot plan installed in North Italy) can exceed the average value over a
yearly basis by 50%. For the production of process water at 15 gradi C in italian latitudes, the free
cooling system could be used from the end of September to mid April. Obviously in colder regions,
there would be a wider span of months in which the system can be used with greater advantages in
the amount of energy saved.

* This is valid under the following conditions: Water leaving at + 12°C; ambient temperature at max +
25°C

FRIGOSYSTEM has developed its project even further was presented a double free cooling machine.
This system features two cooled water circuits: the first at a temperature of 10-158C for cooling
moulds of the plastic processing machines, while the second circuit in which temperatures can be
up to 25° C, serves for cooling the heat exchangers of the hydraulic system on the presses. The new
machine enables considerable energy saving which could be up to 70% as the higher temperature
circuit can operate over a longer seasonable period. The refrigerator unit is provided with an
electronic microprocessor-based control and regulating system designed to carry out the changes in
operation between the compression cycle and the air cycle in fully automatic mode. This means that
the integral refrigerant system automatically cutters for low and peak loads requirements.
The control system, which hanles the two circuits in the double free cooling version, permits partial
energy saving when the surrounding atmospheric conditions are not sufficient for the water in the
circuits to reach the pre-set temperature.
In this case, the compressors for the cooling cycle are actuated, but they only perform part of the
work necessary for cooling the water.

* This is valid under the following conditions: Water leaving at + 12°C; ambient temperature at max +
25°C
(Any Specification FRIGOSYSTEM may be subject to change without notice)

